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Abstract
The paper deals with a solution for visual
surveillance metadata management. Data coming from
many cameras is annotated using computer vision
units to produce metadata representing moving objects
in their states. It is assumed that the data is often
uncertain, noisy and some states are missing.
The solution consists of the following three layers:
(a) data cleaning layer – improves quality of the data
by smoothing it and by filling in missing states in short
sequences referred to as tracks that represent a
composite state of a moving object in a spatiotemporal
subspace followed by one camera. (b) Data integration
layer – assigns a global identity to tracks that
represent the same object. (c) Persistence layer –
manages the metadata in a database so that it can be
used for online identification and offline querying,
analyzing and mining. A Kalman filter technique is
used to solve (a) and a classification based on the
moving object’s state and its visual properties is used
in (b). An object model for layer (c) is presented too.

1. Introduction
Nowadays there is a lot of data produced by wide
area surveillance networks. This data is a potential
source of useful information both for online
monitoring and offline querying, analyzing and
mining. Machine vision techniques have dramatically
increased in quantity and quality over the past decade.
However, they still do not provide the satisfactory
knowledge, except some simple problems such as
people counting or left luggage detection.
We have found out that security and rescue
professionals prefer keeping human in the loop. But
they need support for the burden of continuous
concentration on monitoring and subsequent analysis
of large amount of data where an “interesting” event is
expected. We have found out the management and
analysis of high volumes of low quality spatiotemporal
annotation data as an interesting problem. Thus, we
propose solution for robust multiple camera fusion and
moving objects data management. Our approach
enables a behavior analysis in a wider context than it

can be accomplished using single camera data
processing and online event analysis.
Imagine a pickpocket has stolen a handbag of a
lady. About two hours later not far from there, a flat
caught fire and an almost suffocated guy has been
taken to hospital. His drug test was positive later.
Imagine also a system that can identify the guy at the
main station he was before. It may find a location,
where he met the lady. In addition to that, the system
can show a person, who has sold him drugs.
For that scenario, it is expected a network of many
surveillance cameras. Their fields of view might be
overlapping, but more usually they are far from each
other. The raw video data are processed using machine
vision units (low-level techniques, motion estimation
and object classification) to provide annotation of the
scene in the meaning, not necessarily form, of the
MPEG-7 descriptors [6] including color, shape, texture
and trajectory of moving objects in image coordinates
or real objects in case the camera system is calibrated.
Although we can’t presume the data is of high quality,
to know the geometric and classification
correspondence is always advantageous, because the
more prior information the more accurate and relevant
results. This annotation data will be also referred to as
metadata in the paper.
The paper is structured as follows: The next chapter
introduces basic concepts, Chapter 3 is an overview of
related works. Chapters four to five present the three
layers of the proposed solution.

2. Problem Formulation
Suppose a surveillance system with many vision
sensors c. We understand the sensor as a camera
equipped with a machine vision unit, that extracts the
necessary metadata and compress the video data so it
can be efficiently stored in the video repository – the
sensor has a network communication interface.
The metadata received from a sensor represents
information about an object o – its state xt, the state is
of two types of features – visual properties
(appearance) and space-time features. The latter are
represented by location [x, y, t] and velocity [dx, dy]. [x,
y] will be referred to as (2D) position [x, y] of the

object at the time t. A track segment s is a sequence of
such states in a spatiotemporal subspace followed by
one camera.
There are many cameras in the system, thus the
object ok is supposed to have a globally unique
identifier (key) k, which can be (temporarily)
unknown. A global sequence of states (tracks) that
correspond to one object is called object trajectory.
The central here problem is how to find
correspondence between tracks and global identifiers.
Data is supposed to be uncertain – noisy, some
states might be missing and even visual properties of
objects are biased within the network. The uncertainty
has several reasons – the first is the appearance and
existence uncertainty in machine vision. It comes from
the curse of dimensionality – central projection,
segmentation errors and appearance manifolds. It is
even hard to determine, based on visual perception, if
it is an object. Although, we don’t propose solution,
we may contribute it by the probabilistic modeling and
by solving the following problems.
The uncertainty of state xt can be understood as a
measurement noise. A moving object observed by
cameras is supposed to be discrete time linear (firstorder) dynamic system with Gaussian noise [9], its
filtering results in observation yt.
The state incompleteness may be predicted by the
filtering for a few seconds [2]. However, wide-area
camera networks need a robust solution for handover –
passing tracked objects between sparse cameras, where
the objects temporarily appear.
The last but not least problem is an efficient storing
and retrieval of constantly changing uncertain spatial
data that might be highly structured and unidentified.

3. Related work

which is doesn’t correspond to real surveillance
networks.
Although machine vision experts have started the
research, they are interested in modeling of objects’
visual properties rather than modeling uncertain
spatiotemporal data and distributed database
architectures. The results from communities including
both vision and database experts are coming gradually.
For instance, DIVA [11] provides the simple
identification of cars using two cameras based on color
and time only.
In contrast to the standardized (object-)relational,
spatial and newly temporal (history) data, their
combination is not well posed yet [13]. The
management of trajectory data in relatively constant
environment is quite simple [3], [6]. The worse case is
data (existentially) uncertain, encumbered by noise and
information loss [7].

4. Data Cleaning
Moving objects are modeled using a discrete time
dynamic system. At the moment, the object state xt is
characterized by state vector x, containing position and
velocity vector [x, y, dx, dy]. In that way, the track is
constructed (in both image and 2D real world
coordinates). However it cannot be observed directly,
because it is encumbered by hidden (Gaussian) noise
w. The system produces visible output vector y that is a
simple linear observation (x evolves first-order Markov
process), encumbered by noise v. At time t, the model
can be written as in the Figure 1.
xt
dt

A

yt

C
v

(1) S ystem dynamic model

After researchers dealt with tracking multiple
objects using single cameras [4], there has been
recognized the problem of object correspondence –
identification [10] within multiple cameras with
overlapping field of view first. Later, the problem was
stated also for the non-overlapping view-fields [12],
which have been constantly improved [5] and many
researchers have been filling gaps within cameras and
bridging blind regions in theory and practice [2].
However these frameworks still need a great deal of
work, because the more information they neglect the
worse is the overall precision even in small
environments with the only blind region [2]. This is
solved by making simplifying presumptions such as
non-overlapping cameras only [5], or by using
redundant cameras [14] set somehow to make it work,

w

xt = Axt −1 + Bu t −1 + w

w ≈ N (0, Q )

(2) M easurement model

y t = Cxt + v

v ≈ N ( 0, R )

Figure 1. The dynamic process illustration.
In the Figure 1, dt is a delay, A is a state transition
matrix; B the optional control matrix with input u, C is
the observation or measurement matrix. N is a normal
distribution of mean 0, the (covariance) matrices of w
and v are Q and R, respectively. Based on Bayesian
probability P(xt | yt) ≈ N(x̂t, Pt), as described below.
An efficient computational (recursive) tool to
estimate the state of a process, in a way that minimizes
the mean of error, is the Kalman filter.

Time Update (Predict)

Measurement Update (Correct)

(1) Project the state ahead
x̂t = Ax̂ t – 1 + But – 1

(1) Compute the Kalman g ain
K t = Pt H T ( HP t H T

(2) Project the error covariance ahead
Pt = APt – 1 AT + Q

(2) Update estimate with measurement yt
x̂t = x̂t + K t ( yt – H x̂t )
(3) Update the error covariance
Pt = ( I – K t H )Pt

Initial estimates for x̂ t
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Figure 2. Operation of Kalman filter, combining the
high-level diagram with the equations [15].
The Kalman filter iteratively applies two stages of
computations using feedback control (see Figure 2):
1. Time update computations (prediction). Here x̂-t is
the prior state estimate (predicted) at time t, x̂t is the
posterior (corrected) state estimation at the time (x̂t =
E[xk]), P-t-1 is the prior estimate error covariance matrix
and Pt-1 is the posterior error covariance matrix (Pt =
E[(xt - x̂t)(xt - x̂t)T]).
2. Measurement update computations (correction).
There H is a measurement matrix and Kt is a Kalman
gain matrix. The weighting by K minimizes the
posterior error covariance, while R approaches zero,
the actual measurement yt is trusted more to the
detriment of measurement prediction Hx̂-t. The detailed
explanation is provided in [15], [9].
We apply the Kalman filter in data cleaning layer to
smooth and predict missing states. We have
implemented it in Java. It is freely available under the
GPL license (at www.fit.vutbr.cz/~chmelarp/public/)
together with the sample code for 2D object tracking.

5. Data Integration
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As it was stated in the problem formulation, the
vision sensor fusion is formalized as the identification
problem. The goal is to compute the optimal global
identifier k for each unresolved object o and the
corresponding track segment s as the following
posterior probability maximization:
(1)
κ * (o) = arg max k P (k | o, s)
Bayes theorem is used to solve (1). We use the
naïve (but politically correct) assumption that the
object appearance and trajectory are independent.
Presuming the uniform distribution on k:

⎧ P (o | k ) P ( s | k ) > P0
P ( k | o, s ) ≈ ⎨
if
P0 (o)
≤ P0
⎩

We have proposed identification as a Bayesian
combination of learned (summarized) object
appearance model and (SVM) classification using an
inverted Kalman filter (state ¬x̂t1), applied to the
current track segment s that belongs to the subspace of
the actual camera cact. Especially, we want to find out
the previous camera cprev of the wide area surveillance
network in which the object o has been seen last time
(even the same). In fact, we get the probability
estimates of each camera label using a library for
support vector machines [8].
The inverse Kalman state ¬x̂t1 means, while
tracking an (unidentified) object in a field of view for
sufficient amount of time necessary to determine its
visual and motion parameters, the Kalman filter
velocity vector is inverted and the object virtually
returns to the location it was firstly detected by the
sensor. The inversion is necessary because the Kalman
filter can’t determine the velocity within the first
measurement, and it is encumbered by the non-optimal
(high) noise.

(2)

In (2), the likelihood P(o | k) is the normalized
similarity of an observed object o and the object
corresponding to the key k in the database. P(s | k) is a
likelihood of a track s belonging to o matching the
previous (last) trajectory of the ok. P0 is the likelihood
of being a new object and to assign new identifier to o.

Figure 3. The illustration of large area surveillance.
In the area (see Figure. 3), a moving object (thin
gray lines) is captured using cameras 4, 3, 2, and
annotated by a machine vision unit in real coordinates.
The predicted continuous tracks fill in the missing
measurement (thick green, sensors 4, 2) by continuous
applying the prediction step of the Kalman filter. The
corrected values (illustrated at the sensor 3, thick red)
are stored in the database (within several seconds).
After some time the velocity vector is inverted; and the
inverse Kalman state of the first position is determined
(red arrows represent the state ¬x̂t1).
Example 1. The classification of the inverted Kalman
state at the current location (subspace observed by
a camera) determines the probability of being either a
previously identified object, potentially passing from
other area (cells), or a new object. There are 5
cameras, 2 neighboring cells – 6, 7, and 1 class 0
acting as a new object; it means 8 classes in the

Figure 3. Suppose, there is an object captured by
camera 4. The classification probability P(s | k) of its
¬x̂t1 has maximum e.g. label 7 – 60% coming from
neighboring area and label 0 – 30% being a new object
(P0). The identification layer then selects unidentified
objects from the camera (neighboring camera of the
cell 7) and compares its visual appearance. The
maximum selected similarity P(o | k) to the unknown
object is e.g. 40%. According to (1) 40%*60% = 24%
is smaller then the P0, thus the maximum probability of
o is to be a new object and a new identifier is assigned
to it.
In contrast to the example, our solution is open to
more information. For instance, it is the last (truly)
known location of an object, which is also predicted
for some time in case other object occludes. Before the
previous location (camera) classification is applied, the
database is queried to select an object which is
supposed to be in the same spatiotemporal location to
correct the visual segmentation, merging, splitting and
other computer vision based misinformation.
The training is performed according these
weaknesses. The location and the similarity-based
queries are trained concurrently. Although some
researchers think, that the identity correspondence can
be learned automatically [5], [2], we don’t share this
opinion. To achieve a higher identification precision
and to avoid the object appearance bias within multiple
cameras, the iteratively trained model is used. First,
only the appearance is offered to the annotator, who
verifies the automatic identification presumptions.

6. The Persistence Layer
The persistence layer is responsible for storing and
querying metadata. The visual surveillance system
stores not only metadata representing moving objects
but also training data and environment, in which they
move, sensors etc. Here we will only focus on
metadata directly related to moving objects.
In addition, we will apply object-oriented view on
this metadata and we will use UML [1]. There are
three main classes that correspond to the fundamental
concepts presented in Chapter 2: Object, Track and
State.

Track

Object

camera : Integer

features : XMLData
0..1
similar(o : Object) : Double
enter(c : 3D_cube) : State
leave(c : 3D_cube) : State
cross(c : 3D_cube) : 3D_cube
stay(c : 3D_cube) : Boolean
bypass(c : 3D_cube) : Boolean
merge(i : Interval) : Object
split(r : Interval) : Object
visit(c : 3D_cube) : Object

1..*
getFirst() : State
getLast() : State
1

{ordered} 0..*
State
appearance : XMLData
position : Spatial
time : Timestamp
velocity : Spatial
in(r : ST_cube) : Boolean
distance(s : State) : Double

Figure 4. Conceptual class diagram.
We do not model trajectories as instances of a
corresponding class because they do not have any
other attribute but a set of tracks that belong to the
same object ordered by time. This information can be
easily derived (see Figure 4).
The layer must provide support for querying and
more sophisticated analysis. We can distinguish two
types of operations concerning the movement of
objects that must be supported: (a) environmental
operations - look for relationships of an object’s
trajectory and a specified spatial or spatiotemporal
environment
(referred
to
as
environmental
relationships). (b) trajectory operations that look for
relationships of two or more trajectories restricted by
time, spatial or spatiotemporal constraints (referred to
as trajectory relationships).
We consider 2D spatial space therefore a spatial
environment or constraint is defined by a 2D rectangle.
Spatiotemporal environment or constraint is
represented by a 3D cube where time is the third
dimension. A time constraint is specified as time
interval.
We have identified the same five basic
environmental relations like in [3]: enter, leave, cross,
stay and bypass.
We have also identified the following trajectory
relationships:
together – two or more objects (represented by their
trajectories) go together in some time interval, some
rectangle or spatiotemporal cube,
merge – two or more objects moving separately
merge each other, the opposite operation is split,
visit – two or more objects visit the same rectangle.
Because trajectories are not modeled explicitly and
related information is available from class Object, all
these operations are operations of that class.
Most operations exist with several different
signatures. Only some of them are presented. In
addition, some data types, as Spatial, spatiotemporal

interval 3D_cube etc., are abstract and only indicate
the dimensionality or are related to concepts.

7. Conclusions
The paper presents solution of metadata
management for a surveillance system with many
cameras equipped with computer vision units that
produce data with high level of uncertainty. The main
contribution of our current solution is improved quality
of metadata stored in the database together with the
identification method. The improved quality is
achieved using Kalman filter. The identification
method is based on combination of visual features and
the inverted Kalman state classification.
The Java implementation using (not limited to) the
Oracle database is, internally called NCST (NonCertain Spatiotemporal), acts as a (real-time) database
front-end. The solution is generally open to accept
many kinds of data and network connections from (not
only) vision modules and provide the knowledge to the
monitoring and data mining applications by data
querying and simple analysis. However, currently it is
limited by data processed and coming from the vision
sensors, we are at the integration stage now.
The future research and development will focus on
(real-time) processing of continuous queries, tuning
database performance and integrating additional
functions (similar to HMM) to recognize other
behavior aspects of the object (human) to discover its
internal state (waving, sick) in addition to the
proposed.
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